CONDOMS
GALORE
PERKS OF USING AN INTERNAL CONDOM

SAFETY TIPS

HOW TO PROPERLY USE A CONDOM
Warms to your body

Increases pleasure for both partners

Barrier method for intersex and trans people
Store in a cool dry place

Keep away from sharp objects

Leave room at the tip
1. Are effective against STIs.
2. They offer protection AND pleasure!
2. Condoms can take some getting used to.

3. Help other methods of birth control work even better.
1. You have to use a condom every time you have sex.

3. you have to use a new one correctly every single time you have sex.
1. Consent
2. Check the package and expiration date
3. Open package carefully (with your HANDS)
4. Check for the right side (Party hat? Party time!)
5. Insert with ONE HAND
   (After you insert, WASH YOUR HANDS or use your OTHER HAND to go on the inside of the condom and push it the rest of the way up)
6. Party time!
7. To remove... Twist & Pull
5. Pinch the tip, and keep it pinched, and roll to base.
6. Check for no air (BURP!)
7. Party time!
8. Dispose of in TRASH CAN